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Mirage Deluxe on hob Mirage front only

Euro front & half
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Civic Screens introduce a range of 

‘award wining’ semi-frameless 

showerscreens. Choose from 

Euro or our flagship Mirage Screen.  

Both screens have the versatility  to  

suit any bathroom design and can be  

used with prefabricated shower  

bases or free flowing floor setup,  

making them incredibly versatile.

Our expert consultants can advise  

you about the most practical screen 

to meet your needs and budget. 

Mirage screens give you an almost  

identical look to that of the frameless 

screen. They are constructed using  

6mm toughened glass with glass to  

glass panels and corners with a  

minimal frame to maintain a sleek,  

open feel. The Mirage also allows you 

to ‘upgrade’ to a deluxe model using  

2 infill panels with a centre door.  

The Euro is our most popular screen  

for good reason, its versatile design 

uses 5mm glass with a fully  

frameless door. Choose from  

standard heights (1870 or 1970mm) 

or we can cut a specific size for you.

At Civic we recognise that not all  
bathrooms have a separate  
shower enclosure so we also  
provide bath screens either as 
fixed panels on hob or a user 
friendly ‘fix and swing’ model. 

Whatever you require, rest assured 

we will have the best screen to meet 

your individual needs.

Mirage

Mirage Euro front & side

Euro front only

Euro front only on hob


